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Make it yours. This inspirational guide with DIY attitude has everything you need to know about the

worldâ€™s great T-shirt: how to cut it, sew it, deconstruct it, reconstruct it, and best of all, transform

it. â€¢ Features more than 100 projects (plus 200 variations) for customized tees, tank tops, tube

tops, T-skirtsâ€”even handbags, a patchwork blanket, iPod cozies, leg warmers, and more. â€¢ Not a

DIY expert? Not to worry. More than one third of the projects are no sew, meaning anyone who can

wield a pair of scissors can put a personal stamp on her wardrobe. But the sewing basics are here

too: backstitch and whipstitch, gather and ruche, appliquÃ© and drawstrings. â€¢ And the mission

statement for Generation T: Ask not what your T-shirt can do for you; ask what you can do for your

T-shirt. And then Do-It-Yourself!
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I ordered this book after some frustrating shopping for detailed tees (I found very few that were

flattering, interesting, and fit well, and what I found was EXPENSIVE).I am thrilled with this book.

Here's what I like:- There's a remarkable variety of looks represented in the projects. Some scream

punk, some hint at it, and some look like you bought it in a pricey boutique.- The quality of the detail

is excellent. A lot of DIY tees look like a six-year-old went through the laundry basket with a pair of

round-tipped scissors. With these designs, it's very clear that you _meant_ for it to be exactly as it

is, even when it's full of holes and raw edges.- The projects are remarkably easy. They're all based

on cutting, pinning, tying, or easy sewing. And at least one of them is undoable; you tie but don't



cut.- this is not just for 15-year-old tarts. The patterns vary in edginess and bareness, so most

people should find something they're comfortable with. Several would look equally good on my

17-year-old cousin, on 26-year-old me, and on my 55-year-old mom (who is as gorgeous and

un-frumpy as they come, but never inappropriate for her age). Plus, a lot of the barer designs would

look great layered over a tank top for a more modest look.- a lot of the tee and tank designs are

bra-friendly, and many could be adapted to be.- the instructions are very clear (with lots of

illustrations), and they are very technique-based. So once you make (or even understand) one

project, you can take those techniques and branch out into your own designs.
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